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Let A4 be a compact topological manifold of dimension at least 5 and let h : M --f M be 
an embedding. The Nielsen number N(h) gives a lower bound for the number of fixed 
points of h. It is well known that h is homotopic to a self-map of M which has exactly N(h) 
fixed points. In this paper we strengthen this result by showing that h is isotopic to an 
embedding with N(h) fixed points. 
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1. Introduction 
Suppose that X is a topological space which supports a local (fixed point) index 
theory. For example, compact polyhedra have this property. Suppose that f : X + X 
is a self-map which has a finite number of fixed points. A number, N(f), called the 
Nielsen number of f can be defined as follows: (1) An equivalence relation is 
defined on Fix(f) by x wy iff there exists a path (Y in X going from x to y such 
that f(a) is homotopic to (Y rel endpoints. An equivalence class under this relation 
is often referred to as a Nielsen class. (2) As each fixed point has an integer-valued 
index associated to it, the index of a Nielsen class is the sum of the indices of its 
members. Then N(f) is the number of classes having a nonzero index. This 
definition generalizes to maps having arbitrary fixed point sets as well. An 
excellent treatment can be found in [ll. An alternative approach, using covering 
space theory, is given in [5]. 
Clearly, N(f) gives a lower bound for the number of fixed points of f. The 
Nielsen number also has an important topological invariance property which we 
state as the following 
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Theorem 0. Zff is homotopic to g, then N(f) = N(g). 
In classical Nielsen theory, one considers the question of the realizability of this 
lower bound. Specifically, fixing the topological space X can one find, in each 
homotopy class of self-maps of X, a representative map which has exactly N( -) 
fixed points? In other words, can the Nielsen number always be realized by a 
homotopy (of a given self-map)? Original work on this problem was done by J. 
Nielsen in the 1930’s. The first general result was obtained by Wecken [15] who 
gave an affirmative answer to the question for spaces in the class consisting of all 
piecewise-linear manifolds of dimension at least three. For topological spaces in 
general, this is a very difficult question to answer-but as it turns out-among 
compact polyhedra the answer is almost always affirmative (see [4]). In fact, failure 
can easily be characterized in that it only occurs in one of two ways; either X has a 
local separating point or X is topologically a surface with negative Euler character- 
istic. Of the former, examples are quite easy to produce. The latter proved to be 
more subtle, with the first such example given by Jiang [6] in 1983 using the pants 
surface. Other examples can be found in [7,9,163. 
Even though among all manifolds, surfaces are the exception to an affirmative 
solution to this question, there is a notable subcase which arises as a consequence 
of the Nielsen/Thurston classification of surface automorphisms. The proof can 
be found in [3]. 
Theorem 1. Given any embedding h : F + F of a compact surjace to itself, there is an 
embedding h’ homotopic to h having exactly N(h) fired points. 
Note that when F is a surface without boundary, then any embedding is 
automatically a homeomorphism of the surface. In the case that F is a surface with 
nonempty boundary then the above Theorem 1 can be improved by replacing N(f) 
by the relative Nielsen number, denoted Na(f ), due to Schirmer [14]. Dealing now 
with the category of maps of pairs (F, aF) and homotopies through maps of pairs, 
Jiang and Gao [S] have shown 
Theorem 2. Giuen a homeomorphism h : F + F of a compact surface F, there is a 
homeomorphism h’ homotopic to h having exactly N,(h) jked points. 
There is a well-known foIk theorem in surface topoIogy which, stated briefly, 
says that homotopy implies isotopy in dimension two. In addition, the Nielsen 
number is clearly an isotopy invariant. Thus, Theorem 1 (respectively Theorem 2) 
can be thought of as saying that for self-embeddings (homeomorphisms) of 
surfaces the Nielsen number (relative Nielsen number) can be realized by an 
isotopy. Here by isotopy we mean an ambient isotopy, possibly through embed- 
dings. That is, a continuous l-parameter family of embeddings each taking F into 
itself. This leads to a very natural question which parallels the one mentioned 
above. Namely, given a compact manifold M and an embedding h : A4 + M, can 
the Nielsen number be realized by an isotopy? 
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The purpose of this paper is to give an affirmative answer to this question in the 
case that M has dimension at least 5. This is 
Theorem A. Suppose that M is a topological manifold of dimension at least 5 and 
h : M + M is an embedding. Then there is an embedding h’, isotopic to h, having 
exactly N(h) fixed points. 
We point out here that this paper does not give a solution to the isotopy analog 
of Theorem 2. The methods developed in [lo] and further in this paper apply only 
to fixed points in the interior of a manifold and hence do not directly apply to a 
relative version. The body of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem A. In 
Section 2, some definitions are introduced which will be used in the proof, and also 
some background results concerning these definitions are given. Section 3 deals 
with the main construction. It is essentially an isotopy version of a “coalescing” 
argument which can be used to prove the Wecken Theorem in the homotopy 
category. In Section 4 the proof of the smooth version of Theorem A is given. This 
is stated as Corollary 4.3. Finally in Section 5 we give some topological results 
needed to adapt the proof in Section 4 to the topological category. 
2. Isotopy-standard balls and their properties 
We first give some notation which will be used to set up our main definition. 
For n > 2, write R” = R2 X RY2 and identify R2 X 101 with the complex plane %Y. 
Let 
V,={zE%71zI <I} and V~=(ZE%‘~Z~ <2}. 
Let PO = (0) c 59, and for each integer k > 0, let 
P,={t~zIz~=l,O~t~l,tE~}. 
With Z denoting the interval [ - 1, 11 in R let 
I/= Vi x Z”--2 c R” 
and for k > 0, 
xER”ldist(x, Pk) <- 
Notice that Qk n (R2 x {O}) is a disk contained in V, and that I/n Qk is an n-ball 
as is each component of Qk\ int(V). These components each meet T/n Qk in an 
(n - l)-ball. Throughout this paper, R2 will be used as an abbreviation for the 
subspace R2 X (01 of R”. For a > 0, let Z, denote the interval [-a, a] in R and, 
depending on the category in which we are working, let J, denote either (ZJP2 or 
the standard ball of radius a in liVP2. The latter will only be used when working in 
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the smooth category. Let CAT denote either TOP (for topological category), PL 
(piecewise-linear category) or DIFF (differential or smooth category). 
Definition. A CAT n-ball X in R” is said to be admissible if there exist disks 
X i, . . . , X, in R*, and positive real numbers a,, . . . , a, such that lJ Xi is a disk 
and 
x= U(Xi qJ. 
Let X,, denote the disk Xn R* and for each x EX~, let F, denote the 
(n - 2)-ball X n ((x} x R”-*). 
Let M” be a compact, orientable, CAT manifold of dimension IZ. If M4 = @, let 
h : M + M be a CAT homeomorphism. Otherwise let h be a CAT embedding of 
M into the interior of M. Thus all fixed points occur in the interior of M. 
Definition. Let B be a CAT n-ball contained in the interior of M. We say that B 
is CAT isotopy-standard for h if there exist CAT locally flat disks, D in M, U in 
R*; a nonnegative integer k and n-balls S and T such that S is admissible and the 
triple (S, T, U> is homeomorphic to (V, Qk, V,); and a CAT homeomorphism of 
triples 
4:(B, h(B), D) + (S, T, U> 
such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(cl) Fix(h) n aB = I, 
(~2) 4h4-l I@ n V) h as image in U and is orientation preserving; 
4h4-1(S\U)nU=@, 
(~3) for each x E B\D, dist(+(h(x)), U) < dist(+(x), U). 
Throughout this paper the dependence on the homeomorphism is usually 
suppressed, in which case we just write isotopy-standard. Also, we let E denote the 
disk 4-‘(S,), where S, = S n R*. Thus, E = B n D. With this notation, condition 
(~2) can be restated as: h(E) c D; h(B \E) n D = @. Also, note that since D is 
locally flat then each of E, E n h(E) and E U h(E) are locally flat as well. 
Definition. Let B be an isotopy-standard ball with 4 : B + S as in the definition. 
Let S, = tJ Si be the decomposition of S, given in the definition of admissible. An 
arc q is said to be a contracting pseudo-invariant arc for B if 
(1) (77, &I) c(cl(D\E), $cl(D\E))) with aq = {x, y} where x E aE and y E aD, 
(2) h(y) =x; h(q \y) c int(E); h*(q) c in@), 
(3) h-l(q)nB=@; h-*(q)n(BUD)=!8; h-%q)nD=y, 
(4) there is a neighborhood 0 of y in aD such that h(O) c aE and h*(8) C int(E). 
Also, there is a unique integer j such that h(O) meets only Sj among the Si and 
4h4-l(FJ) c int(S), for each s E 4h(8). 
Similarly, an arc 77 is said to be expanding pseudo-invariant for B if it satisfies 
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the four conditions above with h replaced by h-l. We say that n is pseudo-in- 
variant if it is either of the two and, in context, it is not necessary to differentiate. 
Observe that U F= _2(hi(q)) is an arc meeting D in a subarc. Fig. 1 indicates the 
2-dimensional cross section of an isotopy-standard ball (with k = 3) together with a 
contracting pseudo-invariant arc. 
Notice that if B is an isotopy-standard ball then the map 4-l I S contains a 
bicollar of E in the interior of M. For our main construction, given in the next 
section, we will need a slight improvement on this bicollar which incorporates 
some of the data given by a pseudo-invariant arc. First some terminology. Let X 
be an admissible ball and suppose that s : X + M is an embedding. If Y cX, is 
such that SC’hs(Y) is also contained in X,, we say that h is s-fibre-preserving on Y 
if s-1hs(9s-lCyj) c Fs-lhCyj for each y E Y. 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that B is a CAT ( = DIFF or PL) isotopy-standard ball, with S, 
T and U as in the definition, and suppose that IJ is pseudo-invariant for B. Let tl be 
the arc associated (from condition (4) in the definition) to 7. Then there exist a bail 
T’ in IF!” and a CAT homeomorphism 
rCI:(B, h(B), D) +(S, T’, U) 
such that the 3-tuple (S, T’, U) is homeomorphic to (S, T, U), $ satisfies conditions 
(cl), (~21, (~3) and h is (I,-’ I S)-fibre-preserving on h(B). 
Proof. From condition (4) in the definition of pseudo-invariant it follows that the 
union of the fibres over +h(8) is of the form 4h(8) x J, for some a > 0. Let Z 
denote this (n - l&ball. From (~3) it follows that 4h#-‘(Z) is contained in the 
interior of S. For t > 0 let Y, = 4h2(0) X J,, and let F: +h4-‘(Z) -+ Y, be a 
fibre-preserving homeomorphism which is the identity on 4h2(tl) x 10). Further, 
we assume that t is chosen small enough so that Y, is contained in the interior of 
S and that F contracts all points towards R*. 
Choose an n-ball W in the interior of S which contains Y, u 4h4-‘(Z). Extend 
F to an embedding of T into R” which is the identity on R* u (T\ W> and is also 
contracting towards II%*. Set T’ = F(T) and 4 = F 0 4. 0 
The next two results concerning isotopy-standard balls are adapted from [lo]. 
1 
D 
Fig. 1 
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Proposition 2.2. Let h : M --+ M be an embedding and suppose that B is an isotopy- 
standard ball for h. Then there exists an embedding h’ isotopic to h by an isotopy with 
support on B, such that FixW n B is empty if index(B, h) is zero, otherwise it 
consists of a single point. If h is a homeomorphism then so is h’. 
Remark, Proposition 2.2 holds in the TOP category. In DIFF or PL the proof given 
in [lo] only ensures that the resulting h’ is a topological embedding. 
Proposition 2.3 (Existence of isotopy-standard neighborhoods). Suppose f : M + A4 
k an embedding and U, V are open sets in the interior of M such that c&U U f(U)) c 
int(V>, V is smooth, f I U is smooth, and Fix(f)n (cl(U)\U) = fl. Let E > 0 be 
given. Then f is e-isotopic to an embedding h such that h I U is smooth, h = f on 
M\ V, Fix(h) n U is finite and each such fixed point is contained in an isotopy-stan- 
dard ball. In addition, these balls can be chosen inside any open set containing 
Fix(h), and their associated disks D each contain two disjoint (contracting> pseudo- 
invariant arcs. 
Proof. The proof of 3.3 in [lo] gives isotopy-standard balls for which the corre- 
sponding admissible balls are actual products Cm = 1 in the definition of admissi- 
ble). Also, in the construction of B, around each fixed point the disk E contains 
two arcs K~, K~ each passing through the fixed point such that h(nl) C K~ and 
either h(tcZ) c K* or the reverse holds. It is now easy to choose D so that the 
endpoints of these two arcs are endpoints for pseudo-invariant arcs. Observe that 
if only K~ is used, then both pseudo-invariant arcs are contracting. 0 
3. The disk construction 
For convenience of construction, we choose to work in the PL category through- 
out this section using standard techniques from PL topology as found in [12]. An 
analogous construction works in DIFF as well. The purpose of this section is to 
first construct a PL disk which will form a bridge between certain pairs of PL 
isotopy-standard balls, and then to build an isotopy-standard ball in a neighbor- 
hood of this disk. This will require quite a bit of notation to keep track of things. 
As a guide to the notation we use the following conventions: lowercase greek 
letters denote arcs; uppercase roman letters denote disks; subscripts are used to 
index different collections (of arcs, disks or balls); and superscripts refer to an 
iterate under the homeomorphism h : M + M. 
Let 17 be a pseudo-invariant arc for an isotopy-standard ball B, and, following 
the convention above, set vi = hi(q) if 77 is contracting, and vi = h-l(q) if 77 is 
expanding. From Proposition 2.3 it suffices to assume that 17 is contracting, but for 
the sake of generality we allow for expanding arcs as well. By condition (4) in the 
definition of 17 there is an arc p contained in 80 with one endpoint being y and 
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whose image under h (h - ’ if expanding) lies in aE. Choose an arc A in cl@ \E) 
so that 7, p, and A form a simple closed curve which bounds a PL disk F with 
F n aE = {x}. Furthermore, we assume the above are defined so that F is con- 
tained in a small open neighborhood of n. Let G be a disk which is also contained 
in cl(D\E) and which is bounded by A, p’(= h(p) if 17 is contracting, h-‘(p) if 
expanding), an arc 5 contained in 30, and a proper arc v in D\int(E). Further, 
we arrange that C’ c aE, that F f~ G = A, and that G also lies in a small open 
neighborhood of q. Observe that, by our notational convention, F’ U G’ is con- 
tained in E when 0 < i < 3 and lies outside of B U D when - 3 < i < 0. See Fig. 2 
for a schematic diagram of the notation described above. 
Given a pseudo-invariant arc TJ for B with the notation used above we let 
which is a PL disk meeting B in E. Since h I E is orientation-preserving, the union 
of the arcs q”, A-‘, and V-* is itself an arc and will be denoted by a(q). We are 
now ready to begin the global construction. 
Suppose that B, and B, are isotopy-standard balls with respective pseudo-in- 
variant arcs vi and 77* such that B, U U(ql) is disjoint from B, U U(q2). Suppose 
that the fixed points of h contained in D, and D, belong to the same Nielsen 
fixed point class. It then follows from the definition of a fixed point class (as in [l]), 
that there exists an arc y in M going from D, to D, such that h(y) is homotopic 
to y by a homotopy which keeps the endpoints of y in D, U D,. In particular, we 
may assume that y is of the form 
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where the arc & satisfies the following condition: 
int 
i I 
;I/+(&) (7 [U(Ti) U U(v2) UB, UB,] =pl. 
i=O 
Let ci; denote the PL simple closed curve obtained as the union of the arcs 
6, h(6), Y;~, Y;~, I[‘, and C;‘. 
By construction, & is inessential in 44, and assuming that the dimension of M is at 
least 5, it bounds a locally flat PL disk 6 embedded in M. Moreover, since the sets 
Bi u U(qi) u h-‘(B,) are contractible, we may assume that int@) is disjoint from 
both. Also, 6 may be chosen away from the fixed point set of h. Hence, 
h(6) f’ Bi = fl and h(6) f~ Di is the arc [f. 
Now, by the above construction, it is possible that the set h(6) f~ int@) is 
nonempty. But, by using general position, there is an &-isotopy of M such that the 
end of the isotopy, which by abuse of notation we still call h, has the same fixed 
point set and for which h(6) n 6 = 0. This is because the dimension of M is 
taken to be at least 5, and the disks b and h(G) are away from the fixed point set 
of the original homeomorphism h. 
Let B denote the PL disk formed by taking the union of the following disks: 
D,, G,‘, 6, h(6), G,‘, D,. 
This disk is essentially the bridge promised at the beginning of the section, but as 
we will want to consider regular neighborhoods in M, certain collars on 8 will be 
constructed first. To do so, let pi be a regular neighborhood of the point 179 n LD, 
in aQ. Then K(TJ will denote a bicollar of 714 in cl(Di\Ei) meeting aEi in p!. and 
meeting aDi in & Let K(A,) be a similarly defined bicollar of 1\9 chosen so that 
K(qi) n K(h,) is a PL disk which meets aE, in the arc pi. Let K be a bicollar of 
the arc v;’ U h(k) U v; ’ in 8\ int(D, U D2) with Z? and K(hi) agreeing on 30,. 
Further, we require that 6 u h(x) is a locally flat disk. Piece the above together 
to obtain 
K=h(Wi)) uK(A,) ud’JW2) uh(W2))- 
It will be useful to think of K as being constructed inside a (small) prechosen open 
neighborhood of the arc formed by T& At, vcl, h(d), vgl, A\ and 7:. Also, let L 
denote another similarly defined bicollar which is contained in the interior of K 
(except of course, along h(dE>). 
The global disk can now be defined. Let 8 denote the union of the disks 
El, Ff, G;‘, 6, G;l, F:, E, and the collars L, h-l(L), 
and let 
8=6uh-‘(K) uh(K), 
9,=~\int(D, UD2), 
and 
8a=8\int(EluE2). 
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Also, let Ai = K(qi) U Fp U GF U (h(k) 17 Di) and let r, = (L(ni) U L(Ai) U 4”) 
which is the same as Ai n 8. Let 5 denote the arc of X going from aE, to aE, 
which is also part of %a. Some useful properties of these disks are summarized in 
the lemma below, the proof of which is a direct consequence of the construction 
given above. 
Lemma 3.1. The locally flat disks 9, 8 satisfy the following: 
(1) 8 and h(8) are contained in in@); 
(2) Fix(h) na c E, u E,; 
(3) 8n h(Z’) = (E, n h(EJ) u h(T,) u L U h(T,) U (E2 n h(E,)); 
(4) h(8)\ int(g) consists of a finite number of disks. One is bounded by 5, 
h(t) n iTo, and small arcs along each of aE, fB, while all the other components are 
from h(E, UE,)\int(E, U E,). 
In order to construct an isotopy-standard ball which will meet 9 in the disk 8’ 
we first need to extend the fibre-preserving structure given by Lemma 2.1. To do 
so it is assumed that the disk $9 has been constructed so that the arc Ai n aDi( = 
(9 n all,)), which will be denoted by ai, is contained in the arc Bi given in 
condition (4) of the definition of the pseudo-invariant arc vi. This ensures that 
B n aE, c h(6,) c aE,. Also note that if B is an isotopy-standard ball and an 
embedding of D into IQ2 is given, then it can be extended to an embedding of 
B u h(B) into R” which satisfies the definition of isotopy-standard. 
Let I,!J~ : $3 -+ lR2 be an embedding which satisfies the following: 6, r+ (2i - 3) X I, 
h(ai) c, (4i - 61 x I, Ai e [2i - 3, 4i - 61 X I, go * [ - 1, 11 X I, and go e I- 2, 21 
x I,. Thus &(A, ~9, u A,) = [ - 2,2] x I. Let $1 and $2 be homeomorphisms as 
given by Lemma 2.1, 
+i:(Bi, h(Bi), Di)+(Si, Ti’, Q) 
where we assume that Gi ( Di = I&,. Furthermore, the image of lcIi is resealed so that 
for each p E t,5ih(6i), FP = J,. Letting si = I/J:’ I Si we note that h is s,-fibre-pre- 
serving on h(6J 
Now define an embedding s0 : [ - 2, 21 X Z X J, + A4 as follows: 
(1) On {4i - 6} X Z x J,, i E (1, 2}, s0 = si. 
(2) On [ - 2, 23 X Z X (01, s0 = I+& i.
(3) On {2i - 3) X Z x .I,, define by a pullback. Namely, if x and y are in Z so 
that &,h+k1(2i - 3, x, 0) = (4i - 6, y, 01, then for each z E J, let s,(2i - 3, x, z) 
= h-‘s,(4i - 6, y, z). 
(4) On [ - 2, - 11 x Z xJ, and [l, 21 x Z X .I, extend the above so that h is 
s,-fibre-preserving on each of these disks. Also, since so’ satisfies condition (~3) 
on each of the (n - l)-balls s,({2i - 3, 4i - 6) x Z XJ,) we arrange that so’ satis- 
fies (~3) on the two corresponding n-balls. 
(5) Finally, on the remaining domain [ - 1, 11 x Z x .I,, define s,, by mapping into 
a neighborhood of 9 and missing each of Bi u h(B,). 
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Since s0 agrees with si on the overlap, the three embeddings can be combined 
into a single embedding which will be denoted s. Thus, 
s:S,uT,u([-2,2]xzx.Z,)uS,uT*+W 
For each 0 < t G 1, the ball ~(1-2, 21 X Z.5 X .Z,) meets Bi in the (n - l&ball 
s((4i - 6) X Z,, X .Z,). Thus the union forms a PL n-ball denoted 
~~=B,us([-2,2]xz,,x.Z,)uB,. 
Although the original homeomorphism h has been deformed throughout the 
above construction we still let h denote our present homeomorphism. Since step 
(5) in the construction of s0 was arbitrary there is no reason to expect that h is 
s-fibre-preserving on 8,, although it does have the feature that images of fibres 
over points in ai are entire fibres over the image of the point. This fact will be 
exploited to give an improvement of the homeomorphism h relative to the 
“product structure” given by s. For each point p which is in both 9 and the 
image of s, denote its fibre (of length t) by 
f*(P) = {s(x) I x = (x*9 x,)withx,E[-2,2]xZ,X2EJ,, 
and s(xi, 0) =p). 
Let 86 = E’,, fGo and for each 0 < t G 1, consider the PL n-balls 
X,= U{f,(h(p)) I PEG}, 
y,= U{h(ft(p))l PEG}. 
Thus, X, is just the image of the product structure s I s-‘(h(8?;)) X J, and Yt is 
another “bicollar” of s-‘(h(EA,)). Also note that both of X, and Yt meet Ei in the 
same arc, namely, h<Tj n 30,). Additionally, by the fact that s was defined as a 
pullback on (2i - 3} x Z x J,, we may assume that the two product structures agree 
on fibres over each of these two arcs. 
For notational convenience we reparametrize these bicollars as follows. Let 
u,:ZxZxJ,+X, 
be a bicollar of X, such that u((2i - 3) X Z X 101) = h(T, n aDi), and u({z) X J,> = 
frMz, ON. Let 
u,:ZxZxJ,+Y, 
be a bicollar of Y, such that UC(Z) x J,> = h(f,(q)) where h(q) = z&z, 0) and such 
that U, and U, agree on (I x Z X (0)) U ({- 1, 1) X Z X J,). 
Now, consider the homeomorphism 1, = U, 0 vti taking q onto X,. It is 
fibre-preserving in the sense that it takes the product structure for Y, onto that of 
X,, and it is the identity on 
h(g;)u(yn (aB,uaB,)). 
Thus we may extend by the identity on B, and B, to obtain 
z,:B,UY,UB,~8,UX,UB*. 
In order to extend I, to all of M the following variation of the Canonical 
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Schoenflies Theorem [2] is needed. Recall that if A c B then an embedding 
f : A -+ B is an &-embedding if dist(x, f(x)> < E for every x EA. For each r > 0 let 
A, denote the standard ball of radius r in R”. 
Lemma 3.2. Given E > 0 there exists S > 0 such that if f : A, + R” is a locally flat 
S-embedding then f extends to a stable e-homeomorphism of all of R”. 
Proof. First consider an arbitrary locally flat embedding f : A, --f R”. Let q be a 
point on the boundary of A, such that d(f(q), 0) is maximal Cd denotes distance 
in Rn>. Choose any r E I&! such that r > 1 + d(f(q), 0) and let p be the point on the 
boundary of A, such that d(p, q) = r - 1. Let 1, denote the line segment from p 
to q and let 1, be the segment from p to f(q). By our construction, 1, only meets 
f(A,) in the endpoint f(q). 
Extend f by (1) the identity outside of A,, (2) sending 1, linearly onto l,, and 
(3) sending a small regular neighborhood (N, NJ of 1, in (A,\int(A,), a(A,\A,)) 
to an analogously defined regular neighborhood of 1,. This gives a locally flat 
embedding f’ : A, UN U @??\A,) -+ R”. Clearly then, for each point y on I,, 
d(y, f’(y)) < d(q, f(q)) an d so by a careful choice of N and the extension we can 
arrange that if f is a a-embedding then so is f’. 
Now the remaining domain A,\(N UA,) is an n-ball, so by the Canonical 
Schoenflies Theorem [2, Proposition 3.11 we may obtain a canonical extension f to 
all of R”. Here, canonical means that as f approaches the identity then f” also 
approaches the identity. The result now follows. 0 
To apply Lemma 3.2, let U be an n-ball in the interior of M which contains 
B, U&9 U B, in its interior and which only contains the fixed points of h in 
B, U B,. Thus, for sufficiently small values of t, X, U Y, is contained in U. By 
identifying the interior of U with R” so that B, U Y, U B, is identified with A,, 
Lemma 3.2 together with a uniform continuity argument says that given B > 0 
there exists 6 > 0 so that any a-embedding of B, U Y, U B, extends to an &-homeo- 
morphism of int(U> onto itself which is the identity near W. Since z, approaches 
the identity as t goes to zero we have 
Corollary 3.3. Given U as above and E > 0, there exists 8 > 0 so that for any t < 6, 1, 
extends to an e-homeomorphism of M which is the identity outside of U. 
Now, setting h: = I, 0 h gives a homeomorphism of M such that for each p E 84, 
h:(f,(p)) = @(f,(p))) =f,(h(p)), and for each p E E0\8& h:( f,(p)) = h( f,(p)) 
=f,(h(p)) by th e d f’ ‘t’ e ml ion of s. In other words, h’, is s-fibre-preserving on &?,,. 
Finally, given t < u, we define a homeomorphism A,,, : M + M as follows. 
Deform hi by pushing inwards along fibres over k!?h so that for each p E &,, 
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fi,,,(fJp)) =f,(&JpN and &Jf,(p>) is strictly contained in f,(h,,,(p)). Away 
from fibres over 8; we taper to the identity. 
Proposition 3.4. There exists an E > 0 such that for each t < u < E, fi,,, is isotopic to 
h, Fix@,,,) = Fix(h), and the ball ~49~ is isotopy-standard for fi,,,. 
Proof. Since h’, has the same fixed point set as h and by constructing fi so that 
points are only moved a small amount we can ensure that this map also has the 
same fixed points. Likewise, for small values of u Corollary 3.3 says that h’ is close 
to h, and clearly it can be arranged that h,, is close to h’. Thus, by the local 
contractibility of the homeomorphism group [2], the maps h and fi,, are isotopic. 
It remains to show that the ball 9$ is isotopy-standard. 
For the remainder of the proof we assume that t and u have been chosen 
suitable small. For notational convenience we drop these subscripts and simply 
write 9%’ and h. Define the homeomorphism 
by 4(p) = $i(p) whenever p E Bi u h(B,), otherwise 4(p) = s-‘(p). By our con- 
struction, 4(9?) = (CIi(Bi) u $z(Bz> u [ - 2, 21 x Z,5 x J, which is clearly an admissi- 
ble ball. Also, the construction of s ensures that 4 satisfies conditions (cl), (~2) 
and (~3) in the definition of isotopy-standard, and we may extend 4 to 9 by 
mapping into R2. 
Finally, we need to show that the pair (S, T) = (c$(L%‘), C/&B’))) is homeomor- 
phic to (V, Qr>, for some integer 1. By Lemma 3.1 and the fact that i is 
s-fibre-preserving on &YO, we have that 
gnfi(g)= U{A(f(4))14Ei;-1(~.h(8))} 
which is an n-ball, and that h(&&‘)\int(.%‘) consists of k, + k, + 1 n-balls each 
meeting G? in an (n - l)-ball; k, in h(B,), k, in MB,), and the last one consists 
of 
where R is the exceptional disk given in Lemma 3.1(4). 
To get the homeomorphism, first consider a graph r in lR2 defined as follows: 
let S,, To denote the intersections of lR2 with S, T respectively. Choose one vertex 
in the interior of each of the components of a&, n T,, a single vertex U, in the 
interior of S, I-J T,, and for each vertex in a&, choose an edge contained in 
S, n T,, joining that vertex to uO. Setting I = k, + k, + 1 it is clear that r, as a 
relative graph in (S,, X5,), is isomorphic to the graph P, in (V, Vi>. As (S n T, 3s 
n T) is a regular neighborhood of r in (S, as), and (Vn Q,, W’n Q,) is a regular 
neighborhood of Pl in (V, W), there is a homeomorphism of R2 taking Vi to SO 
which extends, taking V to S and Vn Qr to S n T. Finish by mapping the 1 
complimentary balls of Q,\V onto those of T\S. 0 
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The construction given above of the isotopy-standard ball 9 is summarized in 
the proposition below. Typically when applying this result in the following sections 
extra information may be needed. Such information which is usually of a general 
position variety is omitted from the statement of Proposition 3.5 for the sake of 
brevity. 
Proposition 3.5. Let h : A4 + M be a CAT (= DIFF or PL) embedding where 
dim(M) 2 5. Suppose that B,, B, are CAT isotopy-standard balls in M such that 
(U fz _,h’(B,)) f~ (U f= _,h’(B,)) = fl and the fixed points in B, U B, are all Nielsen 
equivalent. Let E > 0 be given. Then there is an embedding 6, e-isotopic to h, and an 
isotopy-standard ball 9 containing B, U B, such that Fix(k) = Fix(h). 
4. The smooth case 
Given an embedding h : M + M, a locally flat n-ball X contained in the interior 
of M is said to be h-Nielsen-reducing if Fix(h) n X c int(X), and for each pair of 
fixed points p, q in X there is a path apq joining p and q such that h(opq) is 
homotopic to apq (rel {p, q}) by a homotopy with image in X. Since there are no 
fiied points on the boundary of X, as an immediate consequence of this definition 
we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let h : M --+ A4 be given and suppose that X is h-Nielsen-reducing. Then 
there exists E > 0 such that for any h’ with dist(h, h’) < E, X is h’-Nielsen-reducing. 
Proposition 4.2. Let U be a smooth n-ball contained in the interior of the TOP 
n-manifold M, n > 5, and let h : A4 + M be an embedding. Suppose that U, is a 
smooth h-Nielsen-reducing n-ball contained in the interior of U such that Fix(h) n U 
c U,, and h I U, is a smooth embedding into the interior of U. Then h is isotopic to an 
embedding g, by an ambient isotopy of M with support on U, such that Fix(g) n U is 
empty if indetih, U) = 0, otherwise it consists of a single point. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3, there is an embedding k : M + M which has a finite 
number of fixed points in U,, each contained in an isotopy-standard ball, and no 
fixed points on U\U,. Moreover, by Lemma 4.1, k can be chosen so that U, is 
k-NieIsen-reducing. Suppose that x1, x2 are fixed points of k which are contained 
in U,,. Let Bi, i E (1, 2}, be DIFF isotopy-standard balls with xi E Bj, and let ni,r, 
ni,2 be pseudo-invariant arcs contained in Di. Assume that the balls B, are chosen 
so that B, u U(T~,~) does not intersect B, u U(~2,1), and that U(~J;,~) does not 
intersect U(T~,~). Now, the construction of Section 3 can be applied to obtain the 
smooth isotopy-standard ball 9 containing B, U B,. Also, since U, is k-Nielsen- 
reducing, it can be arranged that 9 c int(UJ. Furthermore, since the fixed point 
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set of k is O-dimensional, we may arrange that the disk 6 in the construction is 
chosen so that 
nFix(k) = {x1, x2} 
and thus 9’ can be chosen so that the same equation holds when 8 is replaced by 
9. 
Suppose that x3 is another fixed point which is Nielsen equivalent o x1. Let B, 
be an isotopy-standard ball containing xg, and let n3,r, q3,2 be the corresponding 
pseudo-invariant arcs. Here B, is chosen so that B, U U(TJ~,~) does not intersect 
9 u U(q&. Apply the construction of Section 3 (as done above) to 9 and B, to 
get an isotopy-standard ball in U, containing {x1, x2, xJ. Continue this procedure 
until all of the fixed points of k in Us are enclosed in a smooth isotopy-standard 
ball. Finally, Proposition 2.2 gives the desired embedding g. •I 
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that M is a smooth maniford of dimension at least 5 and 
h : M + M is a smooth embedding. Then there is an embedding h’, isotopic to h, 
having exactly N(h) fixed points. 
Proof. The idea is to enclose each fixed point class in a smooth Nielsen-reducing 
ball. To do so, first arrange that the fiied point set is finite and consider a fixed 
point class {y,,..., y,}. Use transversality to get arcs yi joining yi_r to yi with 
yi U h(rJ embedded and bounding an embedded disk di. Furthermore, except 
possibly having a yi in common, disks dj and dj, are disjoint. Another use of 
transversality makes sure that each of dj u h(dj) is embedded and that overlaps 
only occur at a fixed point yi as before. Let U be a regular neighborhood of 
U<dj U h(dj)). Then U is a smooth n-ball. Let U, be a regular neighborhood of 
U dj chosen so that U, u h(U,) c in&Y). Clearly, U, is h-Nielsen-reducing. 
Repeat for each nonempty fixed point class making sure that the U’s are kept 
disjoint. Proposition 4.2 now produces the embedding h’ which has N(h) fixed 
points. q 
5. The topological case 
For the following let B denote the unit ball in R”. The next lemma, which is a 
consequence of the work in [ll], will be used to obtain some TOP results 
analogous to those needed in the proofs of Proposition 4.2 and Corollary 4.3. 
Lemma 5.1. Let h : B + R” be a TOP embedding, n & 5. Given e > 0 there is a 
smooth embedding g : B + R” which is e-isotopic to h. Moreover, if C is an n-ball 
containing B in its interior and H : C + IF!” is an extension of h, then there is a TOP 
extension of g to C which agrees with H on aC and is also e-isotopic to H. 
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As a consequence of this lemma we get 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that h : B + R” is a TOP embedding which has exactly one 
fixed point p. Let y be a flat arc embedded in B which meets p. Then h is e-isotopic 
to an embedding h’ with p as its only fived point and such that h’(y) n y = {p). 
Proof. Cover y\{p} with a countable collection of open balls (0,) such that 
Oi n Oj = fl if 1 i -j ( > 1, h(Oi) n Oi = @, Oi n y is an (open) arc, and p is the only 
accumulation point of {O,). For each i choose a closed ball U, in the interior of Oi 
such that ui meets y in an arc, Ui n q = 6 when i f j, and if a point x in y is 
contained in exactly one member of IO,}, then x E U U,. Finally, choose open balls 
y in O,_r n Oi and covering y n ((Oi_l n Oi)\(U U,)). 
Adjust h as follows: First apply Lemma 5.1 to each of the open balls 0, so that 
h is smooth on U, and then apply transversality to arrange that h(r n UJ is 
disjoint from y. This can be done so that the fixed point set is unchanged. Also, 
since p is the only accumulation point, the sequence of new homeomorphisms 
converges to a homeomorphism, which we still denote by h. Now, for each n, 
choose a closed ball V,l in V, which contains all points of y n V, whose image 
under h meets y. On each V, adjust h as above to obtain the desired homeomor- 
phism. 0 
Remark One can further arrange that the embedded arc y U h(r) is locally 
polyhedral except possibly at the fixed point p. Thus, by [13, Theorem 3.2.11, this 
arc is flat in R”. 
The above proof adapts easily to obtain the following 
Lemma 5.3. Let h : M + M be an embedding, dim(M) 2 5, and suppose that D is an 
embedded disk in M such that h has no fived points in the interior of D. Then there 
exists an embedding h’, e-isotopic to h, such that Fix(h) = Filth’), and h’(D) n 
int( D) = 8. Furthermore, h’( D> can be made disjoint from any given finite collection 
of disks which do not meet D. 
Proposition 5.4. Let h : M + M be an embedding where M is a compact topological 
manifold with dim(M) > 5. Then h is isotopic to an embedding which has a finite 
fixed point set. 
Proof. First, in the case that aM # fl apply an arbitrarily small isotopy so as to push 
all fixed points into the interior of M. Cover Fix(h) by a collection of open balls 
U,, x E Fix(h). For each such x choose a closed ball C, containing x such that 
C, u h(C,) c U,. By compactness, there exists finitely many pairs (Q, C,), 1 G i up, 
with int(C,) covering Fix(h). Let D, = M\ U ,P,,int(C,) and inductively let Di = 
D,_, U Ci. Set h, = h. 
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The proof proceeds by induction on the following statement: 
ISW: h is isotopic (by an arbitrarily small isotopy) to an embedding hi such that 
(1) Fix(h, 1 vi) is finite for some open neighborhood K of Di, and 
(2) hi(Cj) c l$ for each i <j (p. 
Clearly, IS(O) is true and IS(p) implies the proposition. Now suppose that 
IW - 1) holds and fix a smooth structure on the ball lJ. Noting that Fix(h,_i I K_1> 
is finite, choose a slightly larger copy of Ci, denoted Cl, whose boundary is disjoint 
from Fix(h,_i I I/;_1> and such that hi_,(Ci) c Q. Let K be a small open set 
containing Di n Cl chosen so that X = w n aCj is a compact smooth codimension-0 
submanifold of aCj which contains 8Ci I? Di_i, and so that Fix(h,_i 1 X> = @. 
Now apply Lemma 5.1 to obtain gi which agrees with hi_l outside of a small 
regular neighborhood of Cj and so that gi I Cl is a smooth embedding (in the 
smooth structure fixed on Ui>. By standard smooth techniques, one obtains hi near 
gi having a finite number of fixed points in I$$ As a result, the pair (hi, Jo where 
V; = (I&i \Cj> u W, satisfies IS(i). Condition (2) is maintained by making sure 
that sufficiently small isotopies are chosen in the above. q 
Proof of Theorem A. Armed with the above lemmas we proceed exactly as in the 
proof of Corollary 4.3. First arrange that the fixed point set is finite and consider a 
fixed point class {y,, . . . , yJ. Let yi be a locally flat arc joining y,_i to yi with h(y) 
homotopic to y rel endpoints. Apply Lemma 5.2 to arrange that li = yi U h(yi) is 
an embedded locally flat curve, with li n lj = {yJ if j - i = 1, empty otherwise. Let 
di be a locally flat embedded disk bounded by li with the interiors of any two 
being disjoint. Now apply Lemma 5.3 to make sure that each of dj u h(dj) is 
embedded and that overlaps only occur at a fixed point yi as before. Following the 
proof of the Flattening Theorem [13, Theorem 3.4.11, UCd, U h(dj)) has a neigh- 
borhood U homeomorphic to R” whose closure is away from the rest of the fixed 
point set. Similarly, lJ dj, has an Euclidean neighborhood U, chosen so that 
U, u h(U,,) c int(U). Let V be an n-ball in U, containing lJ dj in its interior. Then 
I/ is h-Nielsen-reducing. 
Repeat the above for each nonempty fixed point class making sure that the U’s 
are kept disjoint. Fix a smooth structure on the neighborhood U and apply Lemma 
5.1 to arrange that h I V is smooth while still retaining the Nielsen-reducing 
property. After doing this for each of the U’s, Proposition 4.2 now yields the 
desired embedding which has N(h) fixed points. 0 
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